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Reversible stretching of random heteropolymers
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~Received 17 July 2001; published 7 May 2002!

We analyze the equilibrium response of random heteropolymers to mechanical deformation. In contrast to
homopolymer response, the stress-induced transformation of a heteropolymer from globule to coil need not be
sharp. For chain lengths relevant to biological macromolecules, intermediate necklacelike structures dominate
over a range of applied force. Stability of these conformations is primarily a consequence of solvation: In a
typical necklace, relatively solvophilic regions of the chain are extended, while solvophobic regions remain
compact. In the long-chain limit, homopolymeric behavior is recovered. Our results suggest that only select
polypeptide sequences should unfold reproducibly at a specific force, explaining recent experimental observa-
tions.
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Experiments and computer simulations have dem
strated that the native states of certain protein domains
withstand significant stress@1–6#. At strain rates much
greater than spontaneous rates of unfolding, these dom
become abruptly extended at end-to-end forcesf
;(10–100)kBT/a. Here,T is temperature,kB is Boltzmann’s
constant ~which we subsequently set to unity!, and a
;1 nm is a typical distance between connected amino a
monomers. The microscopic origin of this tensile strength
not well understood. Specifically, anecdotal evidence s
gests that such resistance to stress is not a generic featu
heteropolymers@7–9#. Here we examine this issue in deta
by analyzing the stretching behavior of a model random h
eropolymer.

The response of homopolymers to stretching in poor s
vent (T,u) has been established by scaling analysis@10#. At
low force, a collapsed homopolymer globule responds
early, but weakly, to stress. Due to surface tension, the
sulting deformation scales only asf N21/3, whereN is the
number of monomers. For large forces, the chain is es
tially coil-like, and highly flexible until near its maximum
extension. The transition between these two regimes oc
sharply at intermediate force. Exactly at the transition, glo
lar and coil-like regions coexist, i.e., the chain is a neckla
of compact regions connected by extended strings.~An ex-
ample of such a structure is sketched in Fig. 1.! Away from
the transition, these necklace structures are unstable.

A similar scenario is expected for random heteropolym
stretching, with a few important differences. Specifically, t
statistics of compact structures are dominated byO(1) con-
formations at sufficiently low temperature. The associa
freezing transition is well understood@11#. More interest-
ingly, the role of necklace structures is enhanced by energ
heterogeneity of globule and coil subunits. Because the lo
monomer composition varies within a sequence, the sus
tibility of a given region of the chain to extension is effe
tively a random variable.~See Fig. 1.! We show in this article
that localization of subunit arrangements due to disorder
stabilize necklaces in a finite interval of force about t
globule-coil transition.

Necklaces have been predicted to play an even m
prominent role in the stretching of polyelectrolytes a
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polyampholytes@12,13#. In fact, these molecules are nec
lacelike even in the absence of stress for sufficient net cha
density @14,15#. Although polyelectrolyte necklaces bea
structural similarities to heteropolymer necklaces, the phy
cal origins of their stability are fundamentally different. I
the case of polyelectrolytes, a globule breaks into sma
tethered subunits due to the Rayleigh instability of charg
droplets. For random heteropolymers, it is instead a com
nation of stress and disorder that causes structural segr
tion. The principal consequences of deformation also di
considerably for these two cases. Stretching polyelectroly
primarily redistributes monomers among compact and
tended regions of necklaces. Stretching random heterop
mers, on the other hand, disrupts a fully compact globu
state. Smooth apportionment of monomers into compact
extended regions is frustrated in this case by quenched
order.

Our interest in polymer deformation is motivated by t
protein stretching experiments described above, and the

FIG. 1. Energetics of a random heteropolymer necklace. Mo
mers of two different types are depicted as black and white circ
respectively. Volume interactions of the compact region, as wel
solvation energetics of extended regions, depend on the local a
dance of each monomer type. Because the local sequence co
sition is a random variable, the arrangement of globule and
subunits is effectively determined by a random potentialu(x). For
the example structure shown,u(x) can be viewed as the potentia
for ‘‘motion’’ of the single compact region along the sequence.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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responding biological functions of mechanical proteins. F
this reason, we focus on the effects of sequence diso
Electrostatic effectsat physiological conditionsare expected
to be weak by comparison for the chemical compositions
typical proteins@16,17#. In experiments, modular protein
consisting of several~often identical! domains are elongate
at a fixed rate. These domains appear to unfold indep
dently. For extensions at which the protein’s restoring fo
can be reliably measured, the flexibility of unfolded doma
mediates the applied strain. Indeed, using a simple ela
model, measured restoring forces can be predicted alm
quantitatively from the contour length of unfolded regio
@18#. For a particular extension of the entire protein, fold
domains are thus effectively subjected to uniform stress.
therefore examine stress-controlled, rather than str
controlled, deformation of individual domains.

We consider a microscopic model of random heteropo
mers, in which monomers are represented as coarse-gra
beads on an elastic string. For simplicity, the identity of ea
monomer is restricted to two possibilities,s i561, perhaps
denoting hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties. We take
total composition of the sequence to be fixed,( i 51

N s i50.
The chain’s conformation is specified by the positionsr i of N
monomers. For a given monomer sequence$s i%, the energy
of a conformation is

H5H01G (
i exposed

s i2f•~rN2r1!, ~1!

H05 (
i , j 51

N

d~r i2r j !~B01xs is j !. ~2!

Here,B05T2u is the mean energy density stabilizing com
pact conformations forT,u. The heterogeneity of interac
tions is determined byx. We choosex,0, so that attractions
are strongest between monomers of the same type. The
ond term in Eq.~1! describes solvation of exposed portio
of the chain. The summation thus includes only monom
that are accessible to solvent. ForG.0, solvation of mono-
mers withs i521 is favorable, while that fors i51 is un-
favorable. The final term in Eq.~1! couples the chain’s end
to-end vector to a stretching forcef.

We analyze first the statistics of fully compact conform
tions of this model heteropolymer. As in the homopolyme
case, surface tension prevents significant deformation of
globular state for modest forces. We thus considerf50. A
detailed analysis of this state in the absence of explicit
vation was presented in Ref.@19#. Freezing of the globule
into a few low-energy conformations was demonstra
within mean-field theory, employing the replica trick to a
erage over quenched random sequences@11,20#. The one-
step replica symmetry breaking shown in that work is co
sistent with a suitably chosen random energy model. In o
words, the average thermodynamics of compact states
reproduced by drawing (a3/v)N energy levels at random
from a distributionP(E)5(pND2)21/2exp@2(E2Ē)2/ND2#,
with width D5uxum2r̄ and meanĒ5B0Nr̄. Here,v is the
volume occupied by a monomer,r̄;v21 is the mean density
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in the globule core, andm2 is the variance of the monome
distribution. The ground states of particular random
quences are distributed narrowly aboutE* (N)5Ē
2ND(ln a3/v)1/2 @21#.

Solvation broadens the distribution of globular energi
Following the replica mean-field analysis of Ref.@19#, we
find that the second term in Eq.~1! increasesD by
(G2r̄/4uxu)A/N @22#. Here,A is the surface area of the glob
ule. This result may be obtained more simply by assum
that surface and volume contributions to the energy are
dependent random variables@23#. Within this approximation,
the variance in surface energyDsurf

2 5(Gmr̄)2A/N adds di-
rectly to that of monomer-monomer interactions, yielding t
described increase inD at lowest order inA/N. Introducing
explicit solvation thus lowers the average ground state
ergy by an amount (G2r̄/4uxu)(ln a3/v)1/2A. If x and G are
comparable in magnitude, this shift is a significant fracti
of the energy gained by exposing only monomers withs i
521 to solvent. The density of states aroundE* is suffi-
ciently large in this case that a ground state with favora
solvation energetics may always be selected.

Coil-like statistics of the chain at large stress are w
described by simple models of polymer flexibility. A reaso
able choice, the freely jointed chain, has deformation f
energyFcoil(N)52T ln@sinh(fa/T)/(fa/T)# @24#. This model
has the advantage that its maximum extension is finite. In
ideal coil, nearly all monomers are exposed to solvent,
that the first two terms in Eq.~1! do not contribute. Sequenc
disorder is thus unimportant for this fully expanded state

A heteropolymer necklace is composed of virtually no
interacting globule and coil subunits.~By contrast, interac-
tions between different subunits are important for polyel
trolye necklaces.! Due to the quenched nature of sequen
disorder, different arrangements of these subunits withi
particular chain have different weights. As illustrated in F
1, this heterogeneity of necklace stabilities can be viewed
the consequence of an effective random potentialu. The
scale and correlation length ofu are determined by the size
of subunits, and by statistics of the sequence. In detai
subunit comprisingNs,N monomers, situated at a given lo
cation in the sequence, has in general an excess of one m
mer type: q[Ns

21( i Psubunit s iÞ0. For uncorrelated se
quence statistics, the local compositionq is a Gaussian
random variable with fluctuationsm(1/Ns21/N)1/2. The ap-
parent distribution of monomer types within a subunit r
flects this excess,w(s i ;q)}exp@2(si2q)2/2m2(12q2)#.
These local variations in sequence composition affect
free energetics of both globule and coil subunits.

According to replica mean-field theory for globule ene
getics@19,22#, a compact subunit with monomer distributio
w(s i ;q) has ground state energy

Es* 5~B02uxuq2!r̄Ns2Gqr̄Ns
2/32S ln

a3

v D 1/2

3F2uxum2~12q2!r̄Ns1
G2r̄

4uxu
Ns

2/3G . ~3!

This expression extends standard results for a random
polymer @19#: Terms proportional toq2 account for the pos-
0-2
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REVERSIBLE STRETCHING OF RANDOM HETEROPOLYMERS PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056110
sible excess of one monomer type within a subunit, while
final term, proportional to surface area, arises from solvat
This contribution of solvation is consistent with the modifi
random energy model described above. The energy o
globular subunit varies with its compositionq, and thus de-
pends on its location in the sequence. But these variations
weak. The magnitude of fluctuations inEs* , averaged over
the distribution ofq, scale only asNs

1/6.
Fluctuations in the energy of coil subunits are more p

nounced. Because the composition of a coil subunit is
fixed, its solvation energy2GqNs need not vanish. In fact
variations in this energy, averaged over the distribution oq,
are of sizeGmNs

1/2(12Ns/N)1/2, and may be considerable
Solvation effects therefore establish the scale ofu. They are
enhanced in coil-like subunits because a large fraction
constituent monomers are exposed to solvent.

We focus on necklaces consisting ofm globular regions of
sizeM, with free energies

Fneck~m,M !5mEs* ~M !1mM2/3g

1Fcoil~N2mM!1Frand~m,M !, ~4!

whereg is the surface tension of the compact state. The fi
term in Eq.~4!, Frand, arises from fluctuations in the arrang
ment of subunits within the chain. Statistics of these fluct
tions are estimated using a set ofV states drawn at random
from the potentialu. Here,V'@M 2m(N2M11)(N22M
11)•••(N2mM11)/m! # is the number of statistically in
dependent subunit arrangements. Identifying the numbe
arrangements with energyE asVA2p^u2&exp@2E2/2^u2&#,
the corresponding free energy may be evaluated dire
@25#:

Frand~m,M !5H 2sT@11~Tl /T!2#, T.Tl

22sTl , T<Tl .
~5!

Here, s5 ln V and Tl 5Gm@mM(12mM/N)/2s#1/2. For T
,Tl , a few low-energy subunit arrangements dominate. I
this localization in the deepest minima ofu that stabilizes
heteropolymer necklaces. These minima correspond to s
tures in which favorably solvated regions of the chain ex
in coil-like states, and unfavorably solvated regions are
questered in the cores of globular subunits. Equation~5! sug-
gests that the distribution of subunit sizes is quite broad.
small globular regions (M!N), the minimum value ofFrand
that does not introduce macroscopic surface tension is
orderN1/2. For a single, large globular region@M5O(N)#,
Frand is O(N1/2) as well.

This scaling ofFrand indicates that necklaces are stable
stretching forces in an interval of widthN21/2 about the
globule-coil transition. Deformation behavior of very lon
chains is therefore effectively homopolymeric. For fin
macromolecules, however, a phase of necklace struct
modifies the response to stress. Stretching phase diag
determined from Eq.~5! are plotted in Fig. 2 forN5102 and
N5103. The general features of these phase diagrams a
good agreement with results of computer simulations. In p
ticular, simulations of a short lattice heteropolymer exhibit
05611
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partially extended structures, as well as a reentrant coil ph
at low temperature@7,26#. This reentrant phase, evident
Fig. 2, includes only small fluctuations about a complet
extended structure.

We have shown that random heteropolymer necklaces
stabilized by variations in local sequence composition. Ne
lace stability is therefore sensitive to the nature of seque
statistics. For blocky sequences, in which monomers
likely to be of the same type within a correlation lengthj,
variations in local composition are large. If this correlatio
length is macroscopic,j5O(N), or if sequence correlation
decay algebraically, thenFrand;N. In this case, the necklac

FIG. 2. Stretching phase diagrams of typical random heterop
mers with~a! N5102 and ~b! N5103. Coexistence lines were de
termined using Eqs.~4! and~5!. Specifically, the average fraction o
monomers residing in compact regions of the chain,f, was com-
puted as a function of f and T by summing mM exp
@2Fneck(m,M )/T# over all possible values ofm and M. Note that
M5N and M50 correspond to fully compact and fully expande
states, respectively. Forf.0.95, we consider the state of the cha
to be globular. Similarly, the chain is considered coil-like forf
,0.05. In the intermediate regime, 0.05,f,0.95, the necklace
phase~shaded regions! dominates. For these calculations, we ha
chosen the scale of solvation energetics to coincide with tha
monomer attractions,G;u. We further assume that the chain

flexible on the scale of monomer size,r̄a3'1.
0-3
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phase persists in the long-chain limit. By contrast, sequen
that are anticorrelated on a scalej exhibit small fluctuations
in local composition. If the sequence is ‘‘neutral’’~i.e., q
50) on a microscopic scale,j!N, fluctuations in solvation
energy will be no larger than typical thermal fluctuations.
this case, stretching behavior will be homopolymeric for
chain lengths.

A complete analysis of protein stretching requires cons
eration of the nonequilibrium conditions at which expe
ments have been performed. Understanding the corresp
ing equilibrium behavior is a necessary first step toward
goal. Indeed, the response to reversible stretching determ
certain features of the distribution of nonequilibrium dyna
ics @27#. If we further associate the equilibrium stability o
various structures with their kinetic significance, a quali
tive picture of nonequilibrium response can be sketch
When the necklace phase is stable over an appreciable r
of stretching forces, we expect the globular state to unf
.M
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partially at intermediate forces. The breadth we have p
dicted for the ensemble of necklace structures suggests
fluctuations in extension will be large in this scenario. Su
behavior has in fact been observed for the protein barn
@9#. If, on the other hand, a sequence has been designe
suppress partial unfolding, the native state will remain int
until stress favors fully expanded, coil-like conformation
Interestingly, many of the protein domains involved
muscle elasticity and the extracellular matrix are rich
b-sheet secondary structure. Important long-range cont
in these structures discourage local grouping of hydropho
side chains in the sequence. Evolutionary design of str
resistant proteins thus appears to reflect the basic relation
we have predicted between sequence statistics and nec
stability.

We thank A. Yu. Grosberg for many helpful conversatio
regarding this work.
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